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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a user-centered approach for the design of ergonomic workplaces. The method is based on the
evaluation of subjective opinions andobjectivemeasures from theworker,while performing the industrial tasks. The ergonomic
design of industrial workplaces will have impact in reducing the musculoskeletal disorders of workers.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the improvement of worker ergonomics
has become a relevant factor in industry, as it generates work-
ers’ well-being, a decrease in absenteeism and, therefore, a
cost reduction for employers [1]. The current methodology
used in industry to design ergonomic workstations includes
the following step: (i) initial designof theworkstation accord-
ing to international standards; (ii) ergonomic analysis of the
worker inside the workstation; (iii) modification of the work-
station in order to obtain a favourable ergonomic evaluation.
Generally, the worker ergonomics is evaluated using empir-
ical methods, as the RULA checklist [2], which considers
kinematics and loading effects. This means that traditionally
the ergonomic analysis of theworkers is not directly included
within the design process of workplaces, but it is performed
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in a second step for verification and eventually modification
of the workplace configuration. This practice might require
several iterations to lead to convergence. Furthermore, the use
of empirical methods as the RULA provides limited informa-
tion, since only large angular variations of the human joints
can cause a variation of the ergonomic index [3]. Another
limitation is that these classic approaches do not provide
information, or provide limited information, about the part
of the body which presents greater overload or greater dis-
comfort for the worker. To overcome these limits it would
be preferable to include the ergonomics since the beginning,
within the design process of industrial workplaces: this is in
line with the recent trend of humanization of factories.

This approach allows to design workspaces inspired by
humans, maximizing the ergonomics while respecting the
production standards (i.e. execution time of the tasks) [4]. To
do that, objective measures calculated from biosignals on the
humans and subjective measures extracted from the workers
will play a relevant role in the design of human-oriented
workplaces. From the objective measures point of view,
biomechanics and motion analysis are used to understand
the human physiological behaviour during the execution of
the industrial task. From the subjective analysis point of view,
ad-hoc questionnaires are derived to evaluate the opinions of
the workers and thus to take into consideration their feelings
in carrying out a task in different configurations. The pro-
posed methodology based on user-centered approaches [5]
is described in the following.
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Fig. 1 : User-centered design approach for industrial workplaces

2 Methodology

The proposed methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1 and it is
divided into the following main steps:
Selection of industrial task Definition of the industrial
task, including typology and technical specifications [6]. In
general,we are interested in tasks forwhich the humancontri-
butions are important to realize flexible production processes
(i.e. assembly line of the automotive industry). The tasks of
major interests are the ones that cause a greater risk of mus-
culoskeletal disorders (i.e. overhead work and lifting task
[1]). Different possible configurations to perform the same
task are also defined in this phase, on the basis of anthro-
pometric characteristics of the subject. In this workflow the
characteristics of the subject are extracted using a 3D body
scan in order to realize dataset of 3D digital avatars of the
employees.
Ergonomic assessment The ergonomic assessment of the
task is performed using multiple different objective mea-
sures and subjective opinions. The objective measures
include: kinematic movements, dynamic loads, limb effort
and fatigue, and task performance. Kinematic movements
and dynamic loads are studied to identify the correlation
between angles/torques and the task configurations defined
in the previous step. The limb effort and fatigue are used
to have an objective measure strictly dependent on the anal-
ysed subject and to define themost activatedmuscle (or group
of muscles) during the execution of the task. The task per-
formance allows to define the execution time of the task in
order to obtain information on the productivity of that specific

task configuration. Finally, subjective opinions are collected
using questionnaires during and after the experiment for sub-
jective assessment [7]. In particular, different configurations
defined in the previous phase are compared with respect to
given evaluation criteria by a statistically significant number
of workers. One possibility to implement this phase is to use
a software platform for decision making, as the ELIGERE
platform [8]. This phase outputs guidelines for the design
of workstations and the best task configuration in term of
ergonomic measures and opinions.
Design of ergonomic workplace The workplace design
phase consists in transforming the ergonomic specifications
obtained in the previous phase into engineering solutions. In
particular, the goal is to create a workstation that minimizes
workers’ loads and fatigue by maximizing the productivity
and at the same time being accepted by the worker.
Validation in a real industrial scenario The validation of the
methodology can be carried out in a real industrial settings
using wearable sensors (i.e. inertial sensor, wearable force
sensor and surface electromyography) to record the move-
ments, loads and efforts of the worker.

3 Conclusions and future works

The proposed user-centeredmethodology allows to consider,
in the workstation design, the objective behaviour and sub-
jective perception of the humans during the execution of the
tasks. This allows to avoid numerous iterations to determine
the best task configuration from an ergonomic point of view.
Furthermore, the solution determined with this approach is
more accurate since the method considers the kinematic,
dynamic and muscle activation analysis. The user-centered
design illustrated in this work will be used by the Fraunhofer
Joint Lab IDEAS team for the design of workstations in two
different and demanding scenarios: (i) overhead works; (ii)
lifting tasks.
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